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DPI SPECIALTY FOODS HELD ITS
HOLIDAY TRADE SHOW LAST
MONTH IN BALTIMORE, MD. This
photo features (l-r): DPI CEO
John Jordan; Denise Mullen of
Ahold USA; Jayson Folus and
DIETZ & WATSON RECENTLY KICKED OFF ITS “FOUR GENAllen Sabr y, DPI.
ERATIONS OF FLAVOR TOUR,” FEATURING A CUSTOM DIETZ & WATSON BRANDED FOOD TRUCK. The tour, part of
the company’s year-long 75th anniversary celebration, began
in Houston and will make its way across the U.S. throughout
the summer and fall before culminating in Dietz & Watson’s
hometown of Philadelphia in mid-October. At the send-off for
the truck in early April the company’s headquarters were (l-r):
Lauren Eni, Chris Eni, Ruth “Momma Dietz” Eni and Cindy Eni
Yingling, all with Dietz & Watson.

A NEW SHOPRITE, OWNED BY JOSEPH COLALILLO, RECENTLY
OPENED IN YARDLEY, PA AT THE SITE OF A FORMER SUPER
FRESH UNIT. As part of the grand opening festivities for the
57,000 square foot store was a donation from ShopRite to
Philabundance. Here, Joe Colalillo make the presentation to
Lindsey Hughes (r) of Philabundance. The $10,000 donation
will provide 20,000 meals to those in the Delaware Valley who
are food insecure.

KEY FOOD CELEBRATED THREE GRAND OPENINGS
RECENTLY IN NEW YORK CITY. Dean Janeway (r) of
Key Food congratulates Tony and Argie Billedo on the
opening of their third Key Food Fresh & Natural on
WAS THE SITE OF LAST
THE MIRAGE IN LAS VEGAS
Amsterdam Avenue in Manhattan.
CIATION SHOW. At the
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Phillips Foods: An Iconic Company Turns 100

F

rom a tiny island along the coast of
the Chesapeake Bay an iconic business was born 100 years ago.
There may be little tangible connection between A.E. Phillips, a local
waterman who lived on Hoopers Island
in Maryland, and the dynamic business
now headed by third generation leader
Steve Phillips, but there still remains a
strong family bond and a deep commitment to protect and preserve the Chesapeake Bay and other maritime resources.
Steve Phillips is not your typical chief
executive. Growing up on the Eastern
Shore of Maryland he, too, served as a
waterman in his younger days. He also
worked for his mom and dad, Shirley and Brice Phillips, who used what
was once an overabundance of Chesapeake Bay crabs to eventually open up
their first restaurant, a small carry-out
in Ocean City, MD in 1956. That small
enterprise grew to become a 1,400 seat
eatery and still remains the flagship of
Phillips’ 22 unit restaurant division.
From his office in Baltimore, Steve
Phillips doesn’t exactly resemble the
polished and sanitized chief executives
who seem to dominate the food industry
today. He’s blunt, street smart and still
relies on instinct and intuition for a lot
of his decision making. And why not,
the Phillips family pioneered the business of selling and marketing the blue
swimming crab, taking what was once
considered a secondary items into what
is today one of the most popular shellfish
items globally.
And that popularity has been both a
blessing and a curse. As more people are
exposed to the unique and delicious flavor of the small crustacean, it has played
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pany’s original plant on Hoopers Island
continues to process Chesapeake Bay
crab meat, most of which is served in
Phillips’ company-owned restaurants.
From the original Ocean City location (now considered an institution),
the company has expanded into a variety of formats. In addition to a second
location in Ocean City, the company
operates traditional seafood restaurants
in Baltimore, MD’s Inner Harbor; Annapolis, MD; and Atlantic City, NJ. In
2012, Phillips launched a new restaurant
concept in Baltimore and Annapolis:
Phillips Crab Deck. Those two eateries resemble traditional Maryland crab
houses with a menu of Eastern Shore
favorites sourced from the Chesapeake
Bay and the Atlantic Coast. The company also operates two other concepts in
Atlantic City: Souzai Sushi and Empire
Burger.
Phillips has branched into franchising
with airport locations under the Phillips
Seafood brand in Atlanta, Baltimore/
Washington, Boston, Charlotte, Harrisburg, Long Island, Newark, Norfolk,
and Savannah, as well as travel plaza locations in the Maryland House north of
Baltimore and L’Enfant Plaza in Washington, DC. Phillips also has a foodservice presence at FedEx field (Landover, MD), home of the Washington
Steve Phillips, CEO
Redskins, as well as express units inside
the Maryland Live! (Hanover, MD) and
Phillips has helped pave a better path Foxwoods (Ledyard, CT) casino propertoward sustainability by establishing ties. Additional franchise locations are
fishery improvement programs, being a planned for 2015 and beyond, including
founding member of the National Fish- an upcoming location in Las Vegas.
Over the past 15 years, Phillips Foods
eries Institute’s (NFI) Crab Council,
and working with Sustainable Fisheries has also expanded its presence (and
Partnership to encourage the responsi- market share) in the retail segment. Philble management of resources across all lips products can now be found in 52 of
the top 53 largest U.S. markets and is the
regions.
One of those regions is Asia where leading brand of crab meat, frozen crab
Phillips Foods opened the first of 10 cakes and frozen seafood soups in the
processing plants. While Phillips ad- U.S. (according to AC Nielsen data).
He sees further growth opportunity in
mitted the move to open plants overseas
met with initial criticism from
Maryland retail, but primarily with new products
As arguably
the country’s
aroundmarket.
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The decision to abuild
in into
Florida. on the table” as far as designing
at all,” Phillips declared. “But
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received high“Not
Southeast Asia allowed
acclaim programs for potential new
given the
reality of the supply issue we retail
from
foodon
trade,
to produce pasteurized
crabthemeat
a strong
loy- customers. “We can service retailhave
to
broaden
our offerings and find
alty
from
its
and most
year-round basis. And while its associates,
Asian
havoc with supply. Also contributing to
the challenges of availability are climatic conditions, some caused by Mother
Nature, others by environmental issues.
And while Phillips Foods is clearly a “for
profit” business, many of the initiatives
pioneered by Steve Phillips have been
made for the sustainability of seafood
products and the perpetuation of his
own business.
“All of us have a social responsibility to
protect and preserve the environment,”
Phillips noted. “As a person who’s been
involved on many levels of the seafood
industry, I believe we have even a greater
duty to insure we protect the resource if
we are to provide for future generations.”

Wawa’s Beverage Unit To Laun
ch New External Marketing Plan

Phillips’ original Crab House Restaurant in 1956.
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facilities now produceimportant
most of ly,
theiconic
crabstatus from its
customers
meat utilized by Phillips Foods, .the com-

order to better focus its efforts in report
directly to Faragalli.
several areas. Boyce is responsible
With the new sales, marketing,
for managing all continuous im- quality
assurance and packaging
provement initiatives across the team
now in place, Faragalli is also
beverage organization, ensuring bullish
about the efficiencies that
all processes are documented and can
be gained by WBC’s strong
standard operations procedures backroom
functions.
(SOPs) are followed, conducting
“Because we’ve invested conroot cause analysis and corrective siderable
capital and research into
action, managing projects, ensur- many
of
ing all audit responses are complet- stores, those areas for our own
we are as modern and proed in a timely manner and report- fi
cient as
ing on WBC “balanced scorecard,” Faragalli any dairy in the region,”
departmental metrics and sanita- refrigerateexplained. “Our dairy/
ers either on a direct store basis or tion
d processing center is
across the WBC. According 45,000
square feet in size with a
See their
PHILLIPS
AT 100
through
warehouse
s. We can to Faragalli, “this newly
created large production capacity.
work with themon
to page
create40
Our
private role will enable us to continue
to beverage warehouse is 60,000
label programs, develop new flavor make
necessary improvements square feet
profiles or help with their packag- across
and features a state-ofthe campus.” Boyce has ex- the art automated
ing. Along with those advantages, tensive
retrieval
system.
knowledge of the campus Our juices
we’re also willing to produce al- operations
and teas have a 49-day
most any size package they want, improvem and achieved efficiency shelf life. Along with advanced
all the way up to gallons, some- tobacco ents when he was the warehousing and logistics, we
warehouse manager.
have a well-staffed customer callthing that’s currently not available
WBC also reorganized oth- in center.
in that category.”
We have individual assoer areas of its business including ciates
dedicated to food safety and
Recently, WBC has also hired naming
Tina Palmer facility and we have specifi
Hughes Sales to represent them in maintenan
c account managers
the Mid-Atlantic. It’s the first time Musselma ce supervisor, Rich who will handle our external acthe beverage unit of Wawa has en- Kristin n dairy supervisor and counts on an individualized basis.”
So the time has come to take anlisted a food broker to call on and provemenFord, continuous imservice retail accounts. Hughes specialist. t and process design other innovative leap forward.
“We’ve waited a long time to agSales will work with WBC’s own Palmer All will report to Boyce.
and Musselman both cur- gressively
direct sales organization to sell to rently
launch our quality line
oversee sanitation. Ford is of beverage
all channels of trade in the region. currently
items to other retailworking on both process ers. We’re
aware of the challenges,
Wawa Beverage Company has design
and SOPs. Additionally, but we’ve
also recently reorganized its lead- direct
got the Wawa name, a
sales representatives Mike great product
ership team. Boyce has been pro- DiNardo
line (85 SKUs inand Jeremy Shubach as cluding dairy)
moted to the new position of con- well
and a solid sales oras direct assistant manager ganization
tinuous improvement manager in Kristine
to support the brand,”
Halmo will continue to Faragalli declared.
“We’re excited.”

Now Wawa is about to enter a
new phase of its business through
the Wawa Beverage
Company – externally launching its
revamped beverage
business.
Actually,
Wawa Beverage Co. is
not new – the Delaware County, PA
company
began
producing
dairy
products (primarily
milk) in 1902.
In fact, by that time, Wawa was
a century old, beginning as an iron
foundry in New Jersey. The dairy
successfully serviced homes in the
We can service retailers Delaware Valley for more than 60
either on a direct store years and became the linchpin for
basis or through their the first Wawa food market, which
warehouses. We can work opened in Folsom, PA in 1964.
Currently there are more than
with them to create private
650 Wawa stores in Pennsylvania,
label programs, developing
Maryland, New Jersey, Virginia
new flavor profiles or help and (since
2012) Florida.
with their packaging. Along
“We’ve had so much
with those advantages, selling dairy products success
and teas.
we’re also willing to produce Now seems like the right
opportualmost any size package nity to take advantage of a growthey want, all the way up ing segment in the entire grocery
to gallons, something that business,” said Craig Faragalli, dicurrently not available in that rector of the Wawa Beverage Co.
(WBC).
category.”
Wawa Beverage will primarily
be focusing on selling its refrigCraig Faragalli
erated iced tea and juice lines, a
Director competitive
arena in the superWawa Beverage Company
market channel, but one where
Faragalli believes there’s room for
the Wawa brand. “Initially we’re
targeting the Mid-Atlantic area
where the Wawa name has strong
recognition,” the veteran company
executive noted. “But recognition
is only one asset; we have to prove The Wawa Beverage Company team:
Jim Boyce, continuous improveme
nt manager;
it by the quality of our products manager; Craig Faragalli, director; Tom Shull,
transportation manager; Gerry Bonhage,Kevin Peter, dairy plant
maintenance and faciland the flexibility of how we go to ities manager; and Dave Mann, beverage warehouse manager.
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Food World OUTLOOK 2014
As we do each January, Food
World asked some of the market’s retailer executives to discuss some issues that may have
an effect on business in the coming year. Our panelists this year
were: Bob Gleeson, president
of Shoppers Food & Pharmacy; Howard Klein, VP/general
counsel for Klein’s ShopRite; and
Kurt Schertle, EVP-sales and
merchandising at Weis Markets.
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Our Questions

1. Has the continued rise in the
International population, specifically Latino and Asian, affected
your product offerings and marketing to those customers?

FOOD WORLD

2. With online shopping getting much more media attention, especially with Amazon’s
accelerated initiatives, what are
you doing internally to accelerate your own online platform?
At the time, how are you trying
to defend against the growth of
other online retailers (e.g., Fresh
Direct, Peapod)?
3. What have you done to adapt
to the implementation of the Affordable Care Act over the past
year and what further changes
do you anticipate making over
the next 12 months?

FOOD TRADE NEWS
GROCERY INDUSTRY DIRECTORY

Bob Gleeson
President
Shoppers Food & Pharmacy
1.We believe it is very important to
know who your customers are in every neighborhood and do your best to
provide the products they are looking
for. Our stores have large fresh departments with lots of variety, particularly
in Produce with a large assortment of
ethnic selections. In addition, our International foods aisles expand and
contract as needed, depending on the
neighborhood. We are supplied by several local and regional vendors to customize the sets according to each store’s
needs. This continues to be an area of
growth in our markets.
2. Like many retailers, we are looking
to expand our digital marketing foot8
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Bob Gleeson

print along several different platforms
going forward. The key will be finding
the strategies that resonate most with
our customers as their habits of communication evolve. This will most likely be the largest area of growth for the
next several years. We will continue to
monitor the latest marketing and merchandising trends and position ourselves accordingly.
3. I have to refrain from question 3
due to the sensitive nature of health
care and labor relations that currently
exists.
Howard Klein
VP/General Counsel
Klein’s ShopRite
1. Because we are so actively involved
in our stores and our communities, we
take the pulse of our customer base. We
know what they want and we know how
to serve the different and unique needs
of our neighborhoods. We can quickly
respond to customer requests and stay
on top of the latest food trends.
2. ShopRite from Home has been
servicing customers for several years.
Where we differ from our competition is in providing a unique experience. Our in-store personal shoppers
hand-select items from our stores, not
a warehouse, treating the order as if
they were their own. Customers receive
the same discounts and Price Plus savings they would receive in-store. And
products are selected to the customers’
specifications – from the thickness of
the deli meat to the ripeness of the ba-

Howard Klein

nanas.
3. We are currently in full compliance of the employer mandates under
the ACA. And to accomplish that we
extended FT health insurance benefits
to all associates who worked on average 30 or more hours for more than
60 days as of May 1, 2013. Our Health
and Wellness Plan is comprehensive,
affordable and well-administered and
we will continue to emphasize Plan initiatives which encourage our associates
to lead healthy lifestyles, seek regular
physicals and preventive care, and stay
on maintenance medications.
Kurt Schertle
EVP
Sales and Merchandising
Weis Markets
1. Yes it has. We’ve been focusing on
ethnic merchandising for some time –
it’s been a growth area for us. In recent
years, we’ve seen a growing demand in
both segments and it’s a key part of our
local relevance initiative. During this
time, we’ve improved our assortments
where there’s demand in center store,
meat and produce. We also work closely
with our suppliers to better understand
ethnic merchandising and the buying
power of this growing segment of our
business. It’s also been an interesting
learning process: we recently increased
our Asian assortment in a remodeled
store and as expected, we saw strong
sales increases due to a growing Asian
population in this market. But we were
surprised to see considerable demand

Kurt Schertle

for these products among non-Asian
customers – the foodies for whom food
is fashion, the ones who are looking to
try new recipes and cuisines.
2. We’ve ramped up our on-line
shopping/curb-side pick-up program
in 2013, doubling the number of store
where we offer it and will continue to
expand it in 2014. As part of this process, we’ve improved the ordering and
offer improved payment options including PayPal and mobile payment
devices. We’ve also made it easier for
on-line customers to replicate the instore shopping experience in terms of
shopping our circular and earning gas
rewards. While it is a relatively small
segment of our business – it’s growing
and the average order size is more than
four times the ring of an in-store order.
At the same time, while we are looking
to do a better job serving customers
who want to order online, we recognize that we are primarily a bricks and
mortar retailer. Job one is offering the
best in-store experience and serving
the customers who regularly shop our
stores.
3. While there are challenges related
to the implementation of the Affordable Care Act and it will require employers to tweak some things, we are
committed to offering our associates
affordable health insurance. Our goal
is to balance the needs of our business
with what’s fair for our people – something we’ve been doing for many years.
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Q&A

At Burris Custom Retail Distribution, Strong Culture,
Warehousing/Logistics Innovation Remain Firm's Foundation

Burris expanded its total refrigerated space capacity to 7,400,000 cubit feet with equipment
acquisitions in Webster, MA and Orlando, FL.
Acquisitions continued throughout the decade, including: acquisition of facilities in Federalsburg, MD, Jacksonville, FL, Lakeland, FL; as
Burris custom
well as increasing the capacity of its Elkton, MD
retail distriBution location., facilities acquired; Jacksonville, Florida, freezer renovation and addition; In 2005,
the company acquired D.L. Mathews, which
Donnie Burris, CEO
was incorporated into the Federalsburg facility.
John Haggerty, VP-Business Development Burris entered the foodservice redistribution
arena in 2007 with the acquisition of Philadelphia based Honor Foods and added to its foodservice capacity in 2009 when it purchased New
England based N. Weiner & Sons.
In 2010, fifth generation family member
Donnie Burris was named CEO of the company, following in the footsteps of his grandfather,
Jack, and father, Bob, who both led extremely
successful tenures with the family owned company.
Recently, Food World sat down with Donnie
Burris has a strong history tracing back to
1925 when John W. Burris and his father Ed- Burris and John Haggerty to discuss the comward worked together shipping refrigerated pany and its future.
tomatoes from the Delmarva Peninsula into
Philadelphia. On the return trip, they carried
Food World: You are now the CEO of a sucAcme Markets’ bread to its Delmarva region
stores. Throughout its 84 year history, Burris cessful fifth generation business. What have
has branched into food-service redistribution, you embraced from your father and grandfapublic refrigerated warehousing and custom ther, and what unique touches do you feel you
are adding to the growth of Burris?
and retail specialty work.
In1939 Burris Foods was established and
Donnie Burris: As far as the unique things
Burris begins laying the groundwork for eventually branching into food-service redistribution, that were ingrained in me growing up, most
public refrigerated warehousing and custom importantly was probably a passion for taking
care of the customer. We talk about never sayand retail specialty work.
For the next three decades, the company ing no, but finding a way to give the customer
continued to grow, acquiring Kent Sussex Tire what they need and what they want. A second
Servicing Company in 1946, expanding into area that was well ingrained in me was the
frozen food distribution in 1948 and merging value of hard work and integrity. I learned this
its poultry business with J. McKinney Willis The from my Dad and I have a full appreciation for
what it has taken to get Burris where it is today.
Shorgood Poultry Company in 1967.
In the late 50s, Burris began a 25 year com- Further, the family understands that we are
mitment to charitable giving that continues to- here to serve the business, not vice-versa.
I think as far as my contribution, there are
day.
The 70s saw more growth, including the ac- a couple of areas. For starters, an increased
quisition of its Harrington, DE facility. Origi- passion for service excellence. Being a famnally built in 1973, the facility was added on to ily business, there was a rule that I had to go
in 1995 to create 8 million cubic feet of freezer work somewhere else for three years prior to
space. Today, this retail case pick distribution coming back into the business. I spent my time
center provides a full line of frozen foods to su- going through the management training program with Enterprise Rent-A-Car. The most
permarkets, carrying more than 5,000 SKUs.
Growth also continued in the 1980s as the valuable lesson that I learned from them was
company acquired facilities in Lyndhurst, VA, the value of taking care of the customer and
Sumter, SC and Federalsburg, MD. The com- never sending a customer away unsatisfied.
pany also acquired Glacier.
Integrity is a critical element of service. Our
In the 1990s, Burris sold its tire service and team members understand that what we do
built a new facility in Chesapeake, VA and ac- and how we do it will reflect not only on our
quired additional facilities in Benson, NC and reputation, but our customer’s reputations as
New Castle, DE.
well. We take the protection of these critical
In 2001, Burris Foods made its entry into customer values very seriously.
Florida and officially became Burris Logistics.
During the past couple of years we’ve spent
Also in 2001, Burris rolled out the first in-house a lot of time focusing on our core competenwarehouse in Federalsburg. That same year, cies. We are an entrepreneurial family busi-
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ness, which will readily move on new opportunities where we think we can make a
difference. We’ve been involved in many different businesses over the years but we’ve spent
time in these last two years focusing on creating value for our customers through our perceived strengths. We asked ourselves what we
were really great at and then matched that skill
with the needs of our customers.
Food World: Since you’ve become CEO,
you seem to have made several key changes to
the old business model. Can you tell the trade
what some of these changes are and how you
predict they will help Burris in the long term?
Donnie Burris: A couple of things in this
area. First, we’ve put a tremendous effort toward strengthening our culture internally.
Burris has always had a great culture, but as
we continue to grow, our biggest challenge is,
how do we continue that unique family feel of
both taking good care of team members and
our customers? We’ve adopted a leadership
philosophy referred to as HPWP, “High Performance Work Place.” In the last 18 months
we’ve put over 200 of our supervisors and leaders, me included, through week-long workshops to strengthen the way we work together
so that we continue our team-based approach
where we all realize we are in the same boat
together. The best decisions and ideas come
from the people who are doing the work every
day. Our team members are very aware of our
customers needs and we want to continue to
empower them to care for them. So, there has
been a shift to more of a team-based approach

to evolve our culture. One example of this has
been the creation of hiring teams where team
members interview and actually select their
future co-workers. This has worked very well.
Another area is external, in working with
our customers. We have moved away from
what I consider the traditional wholesaler-type
model and we have worked very hard to create highly customized distribution programs
for retailers and club store operators. These
programs are structured so that we leave the
retailer with a high degree of control of their
own destiny, a high level of control of the distribution process and of the relationship with
the vendors. We structure the deal financially
so that we are partners working together to
make the supply chain efficient. No two customized programs are identical as each is created around a specific customer and evolves
around its unique and changing needs. It’s a
very transparent relationship and it enables
the retailer to have all of the benefits of selfdistribution without any of the headaches.
Food World: Our readers may not be as
aware of the other divisions of Burris beyond
retail logistics. Can you give them an overview
of the other parts of the business?
Donnie Burris: Our company is comprised
of four business segments. The first, our largest and what we consider our core business, is
the customized retail distribution unit. That
business, which we have been speaking about,

BURRIS Q & A
Continues on page 24

The Burris Team (l-r): John Haggerty, VP Business Development Custom Retail Distribution; Brian Haley, VP Sales Custom Retail Distribution; Wayne Romanczuk, CFO; Ed
Krupka, CIO; Donnie Burris, CEO; Bob Sliwa, Executive VP HR/Legal; Maria Wittmeyer, VP
Transportation; Brian Kyle, President PRW Plus; Maggie Owens, Marketing Director; John
Teixeira, President Custom Retail Distribution; and Walt Tullis, President Honor Foods

CIRCULATION

5537 TWIN KNOLLS ROAD
SUITE 438
COLUMBIA, MD 21045
P: 410.730.5013
F: 410.740.4680

Category of Trade					% of Circulation
Food World total circulation: 22,896
Corporate Chains: Executives/Buyers/Store Managers

33

WWW.BEST-MET.COM

Small Chains/Independent Operators

14

BEST-MET
PUBLISHING CO., INC.
publishers of

Convenience Stores/Mass Retailers

8

Wholesalers/Distributors

9

FOOD WORLD

Manufacturers/Brokers

33

FOOD TRADE NEWS
GROCERY INDUSTRY DIRECTORY

All Others

3

Food Trade News total circulation: 27,992
Corporate Chains: Executives/Buyers/Store Managers

32

Small Chains/Independent Operators

15

Convenience Stores/Mass Retailers

8

Wholesalers/Distributors

9

Manufacturers/Brokers

33

All Others

3

The area of coverage for Food World is Maryland, Virginia, Delaware, Central Pennsylvania
and the District of Columbia. The area of coverage for Food Trade News is Pennsylvania,
New Jersey, Metro New York and Delaware. Both publications enjoy national circulation to the
corporate headquarters and buying offices of all the major retail chains that operate stores in
the areas we cover.

EDITORIAL CALENDAR
Food World

5537 TWIN KNOLLS ROAD
SUITE 438
COLUMBIA, MD 21045

Publication Date

Special Issues & Features

January 9, 2017

Futurecast 2017

P: 410.730.5013
F: 410.740.4680

Materials due: December 30

Food World takes a look ahead at the year 2017.

February 13, 2017

Frozen Foods

WWW.BEST-MET.COM

Materials due: February 3

BEST-MET
PUBLISHING CO., INC.
publishers of

Symphony IRI listings of the fastest moving frozen food items in the BaltimoreWashington and Richmond-Norfolk markets. Plus, bonus circulation at the 2017
NGA Show in Las Vegas, NV.

March 13, 2017

Seafood

Materials due: March 3

Spotlight interviews with seafood companies in the market. Plus, bonus
circulation at the Boston International Seafood Show in Boston, MA.

April 10, 2017

Specialty Foods

Materials due: March 31

Food World will take a look at the specialty food industry highlighting interviews
with area retailers, distributors and wholesalers handling specialty categories.

May 15, 2017

Dairy-Deli-Bakery

Materials due: May 5

Symphony IRI listings of fastest moving dairy-deli bakery items in the BaltimoreWashington and Richmond-Norfolk markets. Plus, bonus circulation at the IDDBA
Show in Anaheim, CA.

June 12, 2017
Materials due: June 2

Retail Market Study
Food World’s biggest and most important issue of the year! The annual
market study breaks down sales and share for retailers from all segments
doing business in the Baltimore-Washington, Richmond-Norfolk and Central
Pennsylvania markets.

July 10, 2017

International Foods

Materials due: June 30

In this edition, Food World will take a look at the international food industry,
including the ethnic and kosher segments, highlighting interviews with area
retailers, distributors and wholesalers handling specialty categories.

FOOD WORLD
FOOD TRADE NEWS
GROCERY INDUSTRY DIRECTORY

cont.

EDITORIAL CALENDAR
Food World

5537 TWIN KNOLLS ROAD
SUITE 438
COLUMBIA, MD 21045

Publication Date

Special Issues & Features

August 7, 2017

Direct Store Delivery/ Manufacturers

P: 410.730.5013
F: 410.740.4680

Materials due: July 28

Food World puts the focus on suppliers in the arena. Also includes company
listings of the area DSD/Manufacturers.

WWW.BEST-MET.COM

September 5, 2017

Naturals and Organics / Hispanic Heritage Month

Materials due: August 25

Food World explores the natural/organics business in the retail sector,
highlighting future trends and showing you who’s on the cutting edge. Plus,
bonus circulation at the Natural Products Expo East in Baltimore. Focus on
Hispanic Heritage Month will also be featured.

October 2, 2017
Materials due: September 22

Produce
Food World explores the produce business and highlights future trends. Plus,
bonus circulation at PMA Fresh Summit in New Orleans, LA.

November 6, 2017

Grocery / Brokers

Materials due: October 27

Symphony IRI listings of the fastest moving edible and non-edible grocery items
in the Baltimore-Washington and Richmond-Norfolk markets. Plus, broker
listings.

December 4, 2017

Wholesalers

Materials due: November 22

A study of the wholesalers in the Food World market along with company listings.

BEST-MET
PUBLISHING CO., INC.
publishers of
FOOD WORLD
FOOD TRADE NEWS
GROCERY INDUSTRY DIRECTORY

EDITORIAL CALENDAR
Food Trade News

5537 TWIN KNOLLS ROAD
SUITE 438
COLUMBIA, MD 21045
P: 410.730.5013
F: 410.740.4680

Publication Date

Special Issues & Features

January 23, 2017

Futurecast 2017

Materials due: January 13

Food Trade News takes a look ahead at the year 2017.

February 27, 2017

Seafood

WWW.BEST-MET.COM

Materials due: February 17

BEST-MET
PUBLISHING CO., INC.
publishers of

Spotlight interviews with seafood companies in the market. Plus, bonus
circulation at the Boston International Seafood Show in Boston, MA and at the
2017 NGA Show in Las Vegas, NV.

March 27, 2017

Frozen

Materials due: March 17

Symphony IRI listings of the fastest moving frozen food items in the Delaware
Valley, Central Pennsylvania, and Metro New York markets.

April 17, 2017

Specialty Foods

Materials due: April 7

Food Trade News will take a look at the specialty food industry highlighting
interviews with area retailers, distributors and wholesalers handling specialty
categories.

May 22, 2017

Dairy-Deli-Bakery

Materials due: May 12

Symphony IRI listings of fastest moving dairy-deli-bakery items in the Delaware
Valley, Central Pennsylvania and Metro New York markets. Plus, bonus
circulation at the IDDBA Show in Anaheim, CA.

June 26, 2017

Retail Market Study

Materials due: June 16

Food Trade News’ biggest and most important of the year! The annual market
study breaks down sales and share for retailers from all segments doing
business in the Metro New York, Delaware Valley, Central Pennsylvania, ABE
and Northeast PA markets.

July 24, 2017

International Foods

Materials due: July 14

In this edition, Food Trade News will take a look at the international food
industry, including the ethnic and kosher segments, highlighting interviews with
area retailers, distributors and wholesalers handling specialty categories.

FOOD WORLD
FOOD TRADE NEWS
GROCERY INDUSTRY DIRECTORY

cont.

EDITORIAL CALENDAR
Food Trade News

Publication Date

Special Issues & Features

August 21, 2017

Direct Store Delivery/ Manufacturers

Materials due: August 11

Food Trade News puts the focus on suppliers in the arena. Also includes
company listings of the area DSD/Manufacturers.

September 11, 2017

Natural and Organics/ Hispanic Heritage Month

Materials due: September 1

Food Trade News explores the natural/organics business in the retail sector,
highlighting future trends and showing you who’s on the cutting edge. Plus,
bonus circulation at the Natural Products Expo East in Baltimore. Focus on
Hispanic Heritage Month will also be featured.

FOOD WORLD

October 16, 2017

Produce

FOOD TRADE NEWS

Materials due: October 6

Food Trade News explores the produce business and highlights future trends.
Plus, bonus circulation at PMA Fresh Summit in New Orleans, LA.

November 20, 2017

Grocery IRI / Broker’s Issue

Materials due: November 10

Symphony IRI listings of the fastest moving edible and non-edible grocery items
in the Delaware Valley, Central Pennsylvania and Metro New York markets. Plus,
broker listings.

December 18, 2017

Wholesalers

Materials due: December 8

A study of the wholesalers in the Food Trade News market along with company
listings.

5537 TWIN KNOLLS ROAD
SUITE 438
COLUMBIA, MD 21045
P: 410.730.5013
F: 410.740.4680
WWW.BEST-MET.COM
BEST-MET
PUBLISHING CO., INC.
publishers of

GROCERY INDUSTRY DIRECTORY

DISPLAY ADVERTISING RATES

Food World
Food Trade News

5537 TWIN KNOLLS ROAD
SUITE 438
COLUMBIA, MD 21045
P: 410.730.5013
F: 410.740.4680
WWW.BEST-MET.COM
BEST-MET
PUBLISHING CO., INC.
publishers of

Food World is published the first Monday of the month.
Food Trade News is published the third Monday of the month.

Food World / Food Trade News Typical Space Costs
Size of ad

1 time		

3 times		

6 times		

9 times		

12 times

Full page		 $3,665.97

$3,550.91

$3,320.91

$2,975.91

$2,960.22

3-column strip

$2,199.58

$2,167.70

$2,115.06

$2,067.24

$2,010.73

Horizontal ½-pg

$1,832.99

$1,806.42

$1,762.55

$1,722.70

$1,675.61

FOOD WORLD
FOOD TRADE NEWS

Insert Costs

GROCERY INDUSTRY DIRECTORY

Single leaf: $3,415.50
Double leaf: $4,680.50 (commissionable)
Must have a minimum of 20,000 inserts PER paper. Inserts must be pre-printed
and sent directly to our printer. The cost of having the insert inserted into the paper
depends on size, single means no larger than one page of the paper, (10x10.5) double
leaf is two pages (both sides).

Agency Discounts

Agencies receive a 15% discount on gross cost.

Color

$350 extra per page (net).

Closing Dates

Materials must be received at least 10 days prior to publication date.
For more information, contact:
Food World: Karen T. Fernandez, 410.730.5013 or kfernandez@best-met.com
Food Trade News: Maria Maggio, 443.631.0172 or mmaggio@best-met.com

			

Kevin Gallagher, 201.250.2217 or kgallagher@best-met.com

AD MATERIAL INFORMATION
Food World
Food Trade News

5537 TWIN KNOLLS ROAD
SUITE 438
COLUMBIA, MD 21045
P: 410.730.5013
F: 410.740.4680
WWW.BEST-MET.COM
BEST-MET
PUBLISHING CO., INC.
publishers of
FOOD WORLD
FOOD TRADE NEWS

Full Page
10” x 10.5”

3-Column Strip
6” x 10.5”

Horizontal Half Page
10 “x 5.25”

Quarter Page
6” x 5.25”

GROCERY INDUSTRY DIRECTORY

Page Size

52.5 column inches per page (5 columns x 10.5”)

Column Size

1 column inch = 2” x 1”

Specs

Digital submissions should be high resolution PDF files with all fonts and graphics collected/
embedded. No bleeds. Color is process (CMYK). Ad sizes are described above.

Submissions

Submissions can be sent via email to Karen Fernandez at kfernandez@best-met.com.
Submission can also be sent via mail to Karen Fernandez, 5537 Twin Knolls Road, Suite 438,
Columbia, MD 21045

FTP

FTP protocol is available. For further information, contact Karen Fernandez at 410.730.5013.

5537 TWIN KNOLLS ROAD
SUITE 438
COLUMBIA, MD 21045
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ASK HOW YOU
CAN ADVERTISE
WITH US ONLINE!

